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I have written three books about the exploration and colonisation of Canada by the Henry 
Sinclair expedition of AD 1398. 

 
Holy Grail Across the Atlantic (Hounslow Press, Toronto, 1988) 
documented the Templar and Holy Grail connections of the Scottish 
chieftain and Norwegian Earl, Henry Sinclair. The book dealt with 
his 1398 expedition to ‘Estotiland’ and the transatlantic relocation 
of approximately five hundred Templar-descended knights from 
Scotland, where they were a political liability for the fledgling 
Stewart kingship, to Nova Scotia. 
 
 
 
Grail Knights of North America (Dundurn Press, Toronto, 1998) 
detailed the two known ‘Grail Refugee’ settlements in Nova 
Scotia, but concentrated on the inland explorations by the majority 
of the original Nova Scotia colonists and their descendants. 
Following a trail of twenty Grail-era and Templar-related hard 
artefacts, inscriptions and sculptures, these inland explorations 
apparently followed five major river routes from the Atlantic Coast 
toward the Great Lakes. Two major inland settlements seem to 
have been established: a mainly agricultural community called 
‘Alma’ on the shores of Lake Memphremagog in Quebec and an 
advanced exploration outpost called ‘Zarahemla’ on the Niagara 
Escarpment above the falls near the town of Wainfleet, Ontario. 
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Swords at Sunset (Manor House Publishing Inc. 2005, JBL E-
publishing 2006) followed the evolution, with artefacts, of these 
two inland communities from about 1424 until the destruction of 
Alma by the easternmost Mohawk Iroquois circa 1530 and the 
destruction of Zarahemla by the western Seneca and Cayuga 
Iroquois circa 1571. My conclusion was that Joseph Smith’s Book 
of Mormon seemed to be a record of these two communities, 
written in a Scottish-English-Scandinavian patois about 1585 by a 
survivor of Zarahemla, a record that Joseph Smith could barely 
read. He got the basic gist and elaborated the rest.      
 
 

Predictably, perhaps, these three books have generated more political controversy in 
Canada than objective historical discussion and debate. The Parti Quebecois in Quebec 
and the Bloc Quebecois federally have welcomed any evidence that Canada and Quebec 
were discovered and settled before ‘John Cabot’ in 1497 – and especially by (originally) 
French Templar knights who had been refugees in Scotland since 1314! The Department 
of External Affairs, representing the Federal Government, has been equally vehement 
that John Cabot discovered Canada in 1497 and that the earlier Sinclair voyage and my 
books are a fantasy, especially Swords at Sunset. The Department of External Affairs, by 
applying Federal Government pressure on CTV, seems to have prevented at least one 
CJOH (Ottawa) television interview with me from being broadcast.     
 
Whatever one’s political sentiments regarding Quebec sovereignty, absolute scientific 
proof of my historical contentions has been available since 1975 in Britain’s Nature 
journal. I am indebted to my friend, Richard Guest, for ferreting out this information and 
bringing it to my attention on July 29, 2008. A geographer from the University of 
California and an ROM geographer-botanist from the University of Toronto proved by an 
analysis of Crawford Lake sediments that the Old World purslane plant was introduced 
onto the Niagara Escarpment (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_Purslane ) between 
1430 and 1489 or precisely my time frame, based on much different and other evidence, 
for the discovery of Niagara and the falls by Sinclair’s original Nova Scotia colonists as 
they explored inland. In January 2010, someone probably political also discovered this 
research and Swords at Sunset, so I’ve had several telephone interviews with CTV, CBC 
and other radio stations in the Montreal-Ottawa area. Is the time right for this project? 
 
Based on this one simple fact about the purslane plant, plus additional research by me and 
others over the past twenty years, it is now possible to extend the saga of the Niagara 
(‘Zarahemla’) survivors into the far west via the upper Great Lakes. In Swords at Sunset, 
I mentioned that they had apparently begun building small ships, based at Dunnville, 
Ontario, as early as 1536, the year of their first treaty with the western Iroquois. In this 
1536 treaty, the Grail Refugees bought time by giving up land in New York State, but 
they had good reason to know that the treaty would not last long.  
 
My 24-foot ‘Expedition Barge’ Nepenthe II (180 sq. ft. sail area) will be extensively 
modified and repainted during April-June into a ½-scale ‘Grail Refugee Ship’ based on 
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ship forms of roughly 1536 taken from Requiem pour une Garonne Défunte by Pierre 
Vital and my own research. In the Wake of Niagara Grail Refugees several volunteer 
co-researchers and me, possibly including my wife, Joëlle Lauriol, would follow a trail of 
artefacts, historical documentation and logic from Wolfe and Amherst Islands off 
Kingston, Ontario, where medieval artefacts and structures have been reported, and 
around Prince Edward County and Picton (where medieval artefacts and structures have 
also been reported).  
 
This area is where the St. Lawrence River flows out of Lake Ontario and where the Grail 
Refugees naturally began their exploration of Lake Ontario from their previous 
settlement of Alma on Lake Memphremagog in Quebec. In the Wake of Niagara Grail 
Refugees would then sail the length of Lake Ontario, cross the Niagara Escarpment and 
sail to Dunnville, Ontario where the Grail Refugees’ 1536 ‘ships and sails of hope’ were 
constructed and based.  
 
Following the north shore of Lake Erie, then north along the Detroit River and the 
western coast of the Bruce Peninsula, we would ‘re-discover’ several reported medieval 
sites and discuss the two shipwrecks near Tobermory that have been claimed as La 
Salle’s Griffon (1679) but which are anomalous because they are over a century too early. 
 
This ‘replica’ could sail onward through Sault Ste. Marie into Lake Superior. One could 
even trace the Grail Refugees across the prairies via the South Saskatchewan River, 
across the Rockies and to the Pacific following the unbroken necklace of French place 
names like pearls on a string.  
 
But I do not know how much time is given to me. In the Wake of Niagara Grail 
Refugees would at least attempt to reach the shores of Lake Huron and Tobermory by 
September of 2010, documented with photos on land and inland sea.   
 
As a concluding word of caution, there were at least six other known groups of 
Europeans exploring northeast North America between AD 700 and 1497:  Irish ‘papar’ 
and settlers since St. Brendan circa 700, Greenland Vikings from 1021 until 1347, the 
North Welsh since 1140, the Danish-Portuguese Powell Knutson Expedition of 1362, the 
Spanish from 1492 and the English from 1497.  And there were probably many other 
medieval expeditions that remain completely unknown and unsuspected by historians. 
 
And this list doesn’t even count known BCE explorations. However, In the Wake of 
Niagara Grail Refugees will steer clear of Ancient Egyptian ‘cocaine mummies’, 
Minoan-Mycenaean sculptures, Roman coins and amphorae, ‘Proto-Celtic’ settlements 
(3000 BC) in the northeast and Chinese anchors found on the West Coast! These 
activities and artefacts must be separated from evidence left by the descendants of Henry 
Sinclair’s original AD 1398 Nova Scotia colonists who eventually became our Niagara 
Grail Refugees. Most thankfully, however, this is not so very difficult to do. 


